
BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA BOOK REPORT WORKSHEETS

Study on Bridge to Terabithia. Bridge to sheets, detailed instructions, templates , ons, templates, handouts to
summarize each of the 4 book sections. An excellent review .. If you had to rate the story from , what would.

You will want to use the same checklist and provide students with feedback. Ask students to revise their
trading cards as needed. Observe student pairs as they discuss their Character Trading Card examples. The
week after Easter, it rains hard and the creek swells, which is frightening to Jesse. At first he cannot tell
whether she is a boy or girl, but eventually figures out it belongs to a girl, Leslie Burke. Have students
self-assess their cards using the checklist before you review all trading cards for completeness. Discuss with
students which strategies from the chart Jess and Leslie used as they first got to know each other. He doesn't
ignore her for long, as they start to bond during music class. His father doesn't take much notice of Jesse,
instead he saves his affections for Jesse's sisters. He decides to make a wreath for her. She used the rope to
swing over the creek, but it broke causing her to hit her head and drown. He eventually finds a way to work
through his feelings. He convinces her to go back into the bathroom and help Janice. This post is part of the
series: Study Guides for Bridge to Terabithia Bridge to Terabithia is a novel commonly taught in elementary
and junior high schools, used to illustrate a number of literary themes. He finds out Leslie's parents have
moved to Lark Creek to simplify their lives. Burke, but warms to them and enjoys being with this family in a
relaxed way he has never experienced in his own home. What strategies for keeping a friend would you like to
try in one of your current friendships? Leslie is thrilled with the puppy and names him Prince Terrien, and
gives Jess an expensive set of paints and paper in return. May Belle insists that Jess beat Janice up, but Leslie
convinces her that it is a bad idea. To assess students' responses on the trading cards, you could develop a
checklist similar to the following: Did I answer all the questions on the trading card?


